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Design Review for Northwest
IHBC  member  Jerry  Spencer  has  been have  been  commissioned  by  RENEW  Northwest  to  set  up  a 
regional design review panel for major development proposals.  Renew are  seeking to develop a support 
network of councils, organisations and individuals to help with recruiting panel members, publicising and 
promoting the review panel and bringing forward schemes for review. 

Design  review  is  a  form  of  peer 
group  mentoring  in  which 
acknowledged experts in the fields 
of  design  and  sustainability  meet 

as  a  panel  to  assess  the  design 
quality  of  proposed  new 
development.  Design  review 
panels  can  offer  constructive 

advice  on  how  the  design  and 
sustainability  of  schemes  can  be 
improved. CABE run a (cont P2)
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Editorial 
IHBC Membership
For the first time branch membership has risen above 100. This is a great achievement and 
worthy  of  celebration.  However  behind  our  rising  overall  membership  hides  a  decline  in 
support  amongst  local  authority  conservation  officers,  traditionally  the  core  of  our 
membership.

Looking at the attendance lists at  recent Conservation Officers Groups makes depressing 
reading. For example, Cheshire Conservation Officers Forum in December, was attended by 
eight  officers  of  whom only  four  were IHBC members.  Merseyside  Conservation  Officers 
Group  in  the  same  month  was  attended  by  nine  officers  of  whom only  five  were  IHBC 
members. Worst of all, Lancashire COG in November was attended by 10 offices of whom a 
mere 2 were IHBC members. Membership amongst English Heritage staff in Manchester is 
pathetic. Incredibly, there are only two IHBC members currently employed at Canada House.

This probably says a lot about employers’ attitudes to trained conservation staff and the said 
officers commitment to ongoing professional training. One recent COG was memorable for a 
non  IHBC  conservation  officer  (employed  for  at  least  two  years  within  a  design  and 
conservation team of other non IHBC members) asking if anyone could advise which Pevsner 
covered her authority.

So what is the IHBC doing to address its rapidly reducing influence within both local and 
national government staff? On the face of it, not a great deal.  Meanwhile consultants, PARN, 
have been employed to advise on the best way to amalgamate the IHBC and the Institute of 
Field Archaeology. While this may (possibly) put the IHBC leadership on the top table, it is 
hard to see how such an amalgamation would help conservation officers on the ground or 
make the IHBC, more attractive to new recruits in the public sector. 

Perhaps the haemorrhaging of  membership at  the bottom needs to  be addressed before 
those at the top find they are representing nobody but themselves.
PH

The  views  expressed  by  contributors,  including  the  editor,  do  not  necessarily 
represent those of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation

English Heritage 
EH have published or are currently 
working  on  the  following 
publications:
• Tall  Buildings  revised 

guidance due  2007.
• Policy  Guidance on Suburbs, 

launch due January 2007
• Jewish  Heritage,  England  – 

National  document  recently 
launched *

• Glimpse of Heaven – a coffee 
table  book  on  Catholic 
Churches  has  recently  been 
published* 

• Climate  Change  and  the 
Historic  Environment  – 
published recently 

Guidance  documents  to  be 
published over the next 2 years 
include:-

1.   General  overview  (simple 
energy efficiency measures)
2.  Solar water heating
3.  Photovoltaic (PV)
4.  Small scale wind generation
5.  Use of bio-fuels
6.  Heat pumps
7.  Small scale hydro generation
8.  Fuel cells
9. Combined heat and power
10. Grey  and  rain  water 

recovery
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Ancient Monuments Society Annual General Meeting

The  2007  AGM  of  the  Ancient 
Monuments Society is to be held at 

Stonyhurst College, Lancashire on 
Saturday 30 June at 2.30pm. The 

AGM includes a tour of the college 
buildings, plus tea. 
AMS would be very pleased to see 
any  IHBC  member/conservation 
officer  from  the  north  west  who 
would  like  to  come.  It  will  be  a 
good  opportunity  for  some 
networking  as  well  as  an 
opportunity to see a major building. 
Organisers are also planning some 
visits in the area on Sunday 1 July. 
Anyone  who  wants  further  details 
can  contact  the  AMS  at 
office@ancientmonumentssocie
ty.org.uk or  020 7236 3934. The 
AGM  is  a  free  event  though  we 
need to know who is likely to come 
so  that  we  can  get  the  catering 
about right and send out details. 
Frank Kelsall
Please look at our website at
www.architecturalhistory.co.uk 

Design Review in North West 
Cont from P1
national  design  review  from 
London, and there are a number of 
local  design  review  panels  in  the 
Northwest  region.  Many  parts  of 
Britain  now  also  have  a  regional 
design  review  to  advise  on 
proposals  that  are  of  more  than 
local  significance,  yet  which  may 
not  be  large  enough  to  be  of 
national interest..

Places Matter! is the name for  a 
virtual  architecture  and  built 
environment  centre  which  will 
operate  throughout  the  Northwest 
region.  Places  Matter! has  been 
established to help understand the 
economic  case  for,  and  promote 
good  design. A  series  of 
complementary  projects  will  be 
delivered  over  the next  two years 
under  the  Places  Matter! 

programme and one of the first of 
these  will  be  a  regional  design 
review. 

Support Group
The  organisers  are looking  to 
establish  a support  group  to  help 
get it going. Renew are looking for 
representation  from  councils  from 
across  the  Northwest,  including 
Cheshire,  Lancashire,  Greater 
Manchester,  Merseyside  and 
Cumbria. We are particularly keen 
to involve some of the smaller and 
more  remote  councils  but  equally 
wish  to  engage  with  the  region’s 
larger urban areas. 

There  are  a  number  of  important 
roles for the support group:
• To help promote and publicise 

the  work  of  the regional 
design review

• To  help  recruit  members  for 
the panel

• To identify possible venues to 
host panel meetings

• To bring forward development 
proposals for review

• To  monitor  the  work  of  the 
panel  locally  and  identify 
where  design  has  improved 
as a result of its activity.

• To  use  the  outcomes  of 
design  review  as  a  training 
opportunity

If  you  are  interested  in  getting 
involved, and think you can secure 
the support  of  decision makers  in 
your  organisation,  please  e  mail 
Jerry  Spencer,  IHBC at 
jerryspencer@btinternet.com for 
more details. 
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MERCHANT PALACES
16 February – 13 May 2007 @ Lady Lever Art Gallery
Merchant Palaces, at the Lady Lever Art Gallery from 16 February to 13 May 2007, reveals the forgotten 
opulent splendour that members of the business community enjoyed when Liverpool was the Second City 
of  the  British  Empire.   This  fascinating  photographic  exhibition  looks  at  25  luxurious  merchants’ 
mansions and villas that graced the fashionable suburbs of Liverpool and Wirral during the boom years of 
the Victorian and Edwardian eras. 

The  exhibition  ranges  from  the 
staggering  confection  that  was 
Dawpool -  home of the Ismays of 
Titanic  fame  -  to  the  marbled 
intimacy  of  the  bathroom 
commissioned  by  Mrs  Blackler  of 
the  much-loved  Blacklers 
department store in Liverpool. 

Vast wealth generated by trade at 
home and  abroad  meant  that  the 
business  community  was  able  to 
splash  out  on  remarkable  homes 
for themselves and their families. 

They  employed  the  finest 
architects,  designers  and  craft 
workers  to  create  residences 
reflecting  their  standing  as 
successful  merchants.  The 
mansions and villas were not only 
homes but grand settings for social 
events where business deals were 
often struck. 

Bedford Lemere
The  amazing  interiors  of  these 
temples of plenty were recorded by 
Harry  Bedford Lemere, a London-
based  specialist  architectural 
photographer.  He  travelled  the 
country recording the homes of the 
wealthy, sometimes for the owners, 
sometimes  for  the  architects  and 
designers.

All  the  original  images  in  the 
exhibition  are  from  the  Bedford 
Lemere  Collection  held  by  the 
National  Monuments  Record,  the 
public archive of English Heritage. 

Joseph  Sharples  says:  “Many  of 
these  photographs  were  taken 
when the homes were either brand 
new  or  freshly-decorated.  The 
homes  were  status  symbols, 
bolstering  the  confidence  of  the 
owners  and  showing  their  friends 
and colleagues just how successful 
they were. Some of these Victorian 
and Edwardian interiors may seem 

over-stuffed  and  over-decorated 
follies. 

“However,  they  are  remarkable 
images of a vanished world where 
wealth  was  expressed  through 
extraordinary  buildings  and 
interiors.  Several  featured  houses 
were  the  work  of  highly-
sophisticated  designers  and 
provided  settings  for  exceptional 
art collections.” 

Photographs
Above: Bidston Court, the great hall: Reproduced by permission of English Heritage NMR (BL 12843). 
Opposite Top: Dawpool. Reproduced by permission of English Heritage NMR (BL 13481/008). 
Opposite Bottom: Norris Green: Reproduced by permission of English Heritage NMR (BL 13055). 
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Among the homes featured in Merchant Palaces are: 

Dawpool, Thurstaston: Thomas Henry Ismay, chairman of the White Star Line which later built the Titanic, and his 
wife Margaret moved into this grand new house overlooking the Dee estuary in 1884. It was designed for them by 
Richard Norman Shaw, who was also responsible for  the White Star  Line offices in James Street,  Liverpool.  
Demolished 1927.
Broughton Hall, West Derby: When this photograph was taken in 1888 Broughton Hall was occupied by Alfred 
Turner,  an  East  India  merchant.  It  is 
presumably  Turner’s  three  children  – 
Horace,  Edith  and  Alfred  –  pictured 
playing on the lawn with their  mother or 
nurse.  Built  around  1858-9,  Broughton 
was designed for  merchant  Gustavus C 
Schwabe.  It  was  here  over  a  game  of 
billiards that a deal was struck with Ismay 
to set up the White Star Line.
Mere  Hall,  Noctorum:  Designed  by 
Edmund Kirby, Mere Hall was built about 
1880 for solicitor John Gray Hill. Inside it 
is a mixture of the old and new. Antique 
panelling  was  ingeniously  fitted  into  its 
new setting:  a  cornice  and  the  pairs  of 
baroque  pilasters  are  old  but  the  fire 
surround is Kirby’s own. Hill and his wife 
were  enthusiasts  for  the  Middle  East  – 
they  owned  a  house  near  Jerusalem  – 
and this taste was reflected in the furnishings.  
The smoking room,  Norris Green, West Derby: Every surface in this extraordinary room is decorated with a 
different pattern. Heavily embossed wallpaper fills the whole space between skirting and cornice. The sporting 
pictures  on  the  far  wall  reflect  the  interests  of  the  occupier,  Arthur  Heywood  Jones,  a  successful  owner  of 
greyhounds. Demolished. 

The conservatory, Palmyra, Aigburth Vale: The 
home of  S J Waring of  the famous Waring and 
Gillow’s furnishing stores.  Palmyra was a simple 
early-19th-century  villa  with  later  additions, 
including  this  ambitious  octagonal-roofed 
conservatory  leading  to  a  sequence  of 
interconnecting glasshouses. Demolished.
The  great  hall,  Bidston  Court,  Vyner  Road 
South: The mansion that moved. Today, only the 
gatehouse of Bidston Court survives in its original 
location. The house itself was dismantled in 1929 
and re-erected at Frankby several miles away. Its 
new  owner,  Sir  Ernest  Royden,  renamed  it  Hill  
Bark  (now a hotel). It was originally built for soap 
manufacturer Robert Hudson in 1891.
Mrs Blackler’s bathroom, Aigburth: Park Lea in 
Fulwood  Park  became  the  home  of  Richard  J. 
Blackler,  owner  of  Blackler’s  department  store 
about 1910. Mrs Blackler’s marble-lined bathroom 
was equipped with weighing scales, an electric fire 
and a toilet hidden by a cane armchair.

The  exhibition  is  organised  in  collaboration 
with  English  Heritage  (National  Monuments 

Record).
Lady Lever Art Gallery Port Sunlight Village, Wirral Admission FREE
Open 10am-5pm every day  Information 0151 478 4136   Website www.ladyleverartgallery.org.uk
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Institute Slams Barker
The IHBC has issued a strongly worded response to the recent Barker Review. This follows concern about 
the rate of legislative change and the impact it is having on already stretched local authority planning 
departments. The Institute is also concerned about the very thin evidence base underlying Barker’s report 
which appears to be based on an unsupported belief that planning harms competitiveness, despite a vast 
body of evidence to the contrary. 

On  the  positive  side,  the  IHBC 
does  support  some 
recommendations,  such  as 
simplification  of  use  classes  in 
respect  of  live-work  development 
and encouragement of greater use 
of  pre-application  discussions  but 
the latter needs to be accompanied 
by safeguards to ensure decisions 
are  not  being  taken  at  an  early 
stage,  without  opportunity  for 
communities to be involved.

The  Institute  believes  Barker  fails 
to  adequately  address  global 
warming,  demonstrates  limited 
understanding  of  the  nature  of 
spatial  planning  is  weak  on 
community  engagement,  and 

almost completely fails to address 
the  historic  environment  and  its 
role in delivering economic growth 
and improving competitiveness. 

It  is  not  just  coincidence  that  the 
towns and cities that have enjoyed 
the  most  dramatic  physical  and 
economic  transformations  in  the 
past  5-10  years  are  those  that 
have placed matters such as public 
realm  improvement,  urban  design 
and  heritage-led  regeneration  at 
the  heart  of  their  economic 
development  and  regeneration 
strategies. 

Quality of Planning Applications

Barker  also  overlooked  mundane 
explanations  for  delays  to  the 
planning process. The poor quality 
of  many  planning  applications  is 
one of the most common causes of 
delay  during  in  the  planning 
process. This is often due to lack of 
knowledge  or  appreciation  by 
developers of  the necessary skills 
needed  to  design  good  quality, 
sustainable  development.  There 
should  also  be  a  statutory 
requirement  on  local  planning 
authorities  to  employ  staff  with  a 
basic  set  of  place-making 
expertise,  including:  urban design, 
architecture, building conservation, 
ecology and nature conservation. 

The IHBC has suggested several measures to help historic areas:

• Heritage economic regeneration zones – lower rate VAT, connected to area grant schemes, focussed 
on  listed  buildings  and  conservation  areas  or  buildings  on  local  lists,  especially  in  areas  of  high 
deprivation indices, inner cities, declining towns, low demand housing areas, etc.

• Lower rate VAT for other beneficial works to historic buildings.
• A national programme for developing building conservation skills in the construction industry – particular 

focus on areas of high deprivation indices
• Accessibility – simplifying conservation areas, simple and standard protection, removing the  need for 

the current complex and bureaucratic Article 4 procedure. 
• Capacity building and support for local voluntary groups to obtain funding and deliver projects to improve 

their areas 
• Development of much stronger and closer links between CABE and English Heritage, recognising the 

often close integration of design and conservation in delivery of services by local authorities.
• Separation of  English Heritage property  management  into  a separate  organisation,  allowing English 

Heritage to focus on its key planning and regeneration functions.
• Providing a new focus for English Heritage on delivering economic and physical regeneration through 

area grant schemes and other pro-active measures. 
• Placing duties on local authorities to undertake buildings at risk surveys and develop action plans for at-

risk buildings.
• Requiring local authorities to employ skilled and qualified design and conservation teams or to buy in 

such skills. 

DEFRA CUTS
Recent DEFRA cuts have resulted 
from the  Rural  Payments  Agency 
underestimating  the  cost  of  the 
Single Farm Payment Scheme and 
costs  of  the  avian  flu  threat. 
Environmental  Stewardship 

payments had been made on time. 
Natural  England  is  a  new  body 
created  by  merging  the  Rural 
Development  Service  (from 
DEFRA),  English  Nature  and part 
of the Countryside Agency. Day to 

day  impact  is  expected  to  be 
minimal  but  historic  and  wildlife 
staff dealing with farm buildings are 
now in the same organisation, but 
not the same building.
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Caption Competition Winners
December’s  North  West offered 
readers  the  chance  to  enter  a 

thrilling caption competition.

Inspired  by  UNESCO’s  visit  to 
Liverpool’s World Heritage Site

The  best  effort,   “Stealth  bomber 
lands on Pier Head” was made by 
a Liverpool City Council employee 
who wished to remain anonymous, 
muttering  something  about  world 
heritage  officers  shouldn’t  be 
involved  in  such  things  and 
needing to keep his job.

Therefore,  the  winner  had  to  be 
drawn from the avalanche (…..two) 
of posted entries.

North  West is  pleased  to 
announce the winner is Reg Morley 

of Lancs. His “We got the whole lot 
on e-bay for a fiver” wins him a bag 
of lime mortar.

Runner up, Mike Scammell wins a 
bag  of  Portland  cement  for  his 
“Cruise  missile  site  prepared  for 
launch  on  Manchester”. 
Sentiments  appreciated  but  sadly 
not quite witty enough.

More competitions when I  can be 
bothered.

PH

THE  PUBLIC  VALUE  OF  HERITAGE  -  ANNUAL  SUMMER 
SCHOOL LIVERPOOL 2007
Next  year’s  IHBC Summer  School  is  being  organised  by  the  North  West  branch  and will  be  held  in 
Liverpool between 14-16 June 2007. 

The  theme  of  the  event  is  ‘the 
public  value  of  heritage’  and  the 
summer  school  will  examine  how 
citizens  and  communities  can 
become  more  engaged  in  caring 
for  the  historic  environment  and 
how the value of  heritage can be 
enhanced as a result.

The main venue for the event will 
be the Small  Concert  Room at St 
George’s Hall with accommodation 
provided  at  the  Adelphi  Hotel.  A 
number of associated events have 

been arranged to take place at the 
Metropolitan Cathedral, the Port of 
Liverpool  building  and  the 
Liverpool Medical Institution. 

2007 is the 800th anniversary of the 
city’s  Royal  Charter.  Much  of  the 
waterfront  and  the  city  centre  is 
now  a  World  Heritage  Site.  In 
2008  Liverpool  will  be  the 
European Capital of Culture. As we 
move  towards  2008,  the  city  is 
experiencing  tremendous  change 
and re-establishing itself as one of 

the  world’s  great  maritime  cities. 
The summer  school  will  celebrate 
conservation,  the  past,  and future 
of Liverpool. 

2007 is also the 10th anniversary of 
the  IHBC  and  the  event  will 
celebrate the achievements of the 
Institute’s first decade 

Put the dates in your diary now and 
don’t  miss  out  on  this  historic 
event.                  Paul Hartley  

under the same roof.

Village Design Statements
EH have expressed concern about 
Village  Design  Statements 
becoming  supplementary  planning 
guidance  as  they  are  often  woolly 
and  ignore  historic  environment 
issues.  Government  advice  is  that 
consideration  should  be  given  to 
how VDS’s are incorporated into the 
Local  Development  Strategies 
rather  than  that  they  are 

automatically  adopted.   There is  a 
concern  that  adopting  VDS’s  as 
SPG has greater implied status than 
a  conservation  area  appraisal  that 
cannot be SPD. However, there has 
been conflicting advice on this from 
regional  government offices across 
the country. A possible that the best 
solution  is  to  have  conservation 
issues,  including  appraisals, 

addressed  in  the  Local 
Development Strategy core strategy 
and to have an overarching Historic 
Environment  SPD  that  any  VDSs 
and appraisals can relate to. 
Judith  Nelson  at  English  Heritage 
has  asked  to  be  kept  informed 
about historic environment elements 
within VDSs that get adopted.
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Relocated Building De-listed
A  Grade  II  listed  timber  framed 
property has been taken off the list 
following  its  relocation  nearly  10 
years ago. The building had been 
relocated within Vale Royal in 1998 
after  many  years  of  seeking  a 
suitable site (including applications 
to relocate out of the Borough that 

had  been  approved  and  lost  at 
appeal).   The  property  had 
remained  listed  at  its  old  address 
despite repeated letters to DCMS. 
When it recently came up for sale it 
was  reassessed  by  English 
Heritage.  The  relocated  property 
was not listed because, inter alia, it 

had  lost  its  historic  context.  This 
has implications for the previously 
accepted  principle  of  relocating  a 
listed  building  at  risk  in  order  to 
save it. 
Dave Hayes

DIARY
MARCH
17 Mar. An illustrated talk, tour and presentations: ‘A Centennial Celebration of G. F. Bodley, Victorian Church 
Architect, in his most Magnificent Church’ by Michael Hall, Editor of Apollo and Architectural Historian. 2pm for 
2.30pm at St Augustine’s Church School Room, Pendlebury. £5 including all presentations and a guided tour of 
the church. Booking essential. For more details and booking form see http://tinyurl.com/rsha5 or contact the 
Secretary on 0161 448 9205, email: manchester@victoriansociety.org.uk Closing date for bookings is Saturday 
24 
21 Mar GMCOG Salford visit to Odsall Hall with HLF
APRIL
21 April: Cheshire Archaeology Day, Northwich, contact 01244 603656
MAY
17 May Lancashire Conservation Officers Group, Fylde
23 May Manchester – GMCOG, Manchester’s Northern Quarter
JUNE
14-16 June: IHBC Annual School, Liverpool
28 Jun Cheshire Conservation Officers Forum, Vale Royal
30 June: Ancient Monuments Society AGM Stonyhurst College contact: office@ancientmonumentssociety.org.uk 
JULY
18 July Bolton GMCOG 
SEPTEMBER
6 Sept Lancashire Conservation Officers Group, Morecambe including visit to Midland Hotel.
12 Sept GMCOG Stockport subject archaeology
20 Sept Cheshire Conservation Officers Forum, Chester
NOVEMBER
15 Nov Lancashire Conservation Officers Group, West Lancs
21  Nov GMCOG Trafford
DECEMBER
13 Dec Cheshire Conservation Officers Forum, Congleton

Editorial Deadline for June 2007 Issue              Address for Correspondence:
16th  May 2007                                           PETER.HOEY@LIVERPOOL.GOV.UK 
Editor Peter Hoey
Daytime Telephone 0151 233 4299
Contributors: Stephen Guy, Dr Seán O’Reilly, Jerry Spencer, Frank Kelsall, Dave Hayes.

Registered Office: 3 Stafford Terrace, Tonbridge Wells, Kent, TN2 4QZ
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